January - December 2013
FINANCIAL SUMMARY

Percentage of Non-Program Expenses

Programs 88.58%
Fundraising 6.66%
Management 4.67%

Yearly Progress 2004 - 2013

Revenue
Allocations for 2013 Programs $2,731,131
Collections $3,870,409
In-Kind (Food Bank) $482,546
$7,084,086 total

Disbursements
International Programs 2013 $3,568,600
Domestic Programs $386,332
Non-Program Expense $497,267
In-Kind (Food Bank) $482,546
Allocations for 2014 Programs $2,149,351
$7,084,086 total
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY

Percentage of Non-Program Expenses
- Programs: 88.58%
- Fundraising: 6.66%
- Management: 4.67%

Yearly Progress 2004 - 2013
- 2004: $1,609,543
- 2005: $915,039
- 2006: $1,269,431
- 2007: $1,329,396
- 2008: $1,751,250
- 2009: $3,065,400
- 2010: $3,660,965
- 2011: $3,250,000
- 2012: $3,870,009
- 2013: $3,280,000

Revenue
- Allocations for 2013 Programs
  - International Programs: $3,568,600
  - Domestic Programs: $386,332
  - Non-Program Expense: $497,257
  - In-Kind (Food Banks): $482,546
  - Total: $4,029,725

- In-Kind (Food Banks): $482,546
- Allocations for 2014 Programs: $2,149,351
- Total: $7,084,086

Disbursements
- In-Kind (Food Banks): $482,546
- Allocations for 2014 Programs: $2,149,351
- Total: $7,084,086
FOOD BANKS

ICNA Relief Canada operates 8 Food Banks and Resource Centres across Canada. They are located in Ottawa, Milton, Mississauga, Thorncliffe, Scarborough, Edmonton, Calgary and Surrey. The amount of donations received is $201,295 CAD. Altogether, 7,640 food packages, valued at $482,546 CAD, were distributed to more than 30,000 recipients.

MUSLIM FAMILY SERVICES

OUR MUSLIM FAMILY SERVICES DEPARTMENT STRIVES TO PRESERVE AND STRENGTHEN MUSLIM FAMILIES AND THEIR VALUES. TO DATE, A NUMBER OF INITIATIVES HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN.

1. COUNSELLING SERVICES WERE PROVIDED IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS
   - Marital and Family
   - Crisis Intervention
   - Referrals to other Agencies and Resources
   - Finding Employment / Jobs
   - Religious/ Spiritual care
   - New Immigrants and Refugees

2. SENIORS’ SUPPORT

   Aging can create many challenges for seniors, some of which can make them susceptible to depression and other illnesses. Lack of attention and access to opportunities for healthy socialization can further worsen many adverse situations for the elderly.

   With the help of dedicated volunteers, ICNA Relief launched a Seniors’ Support project that focuses on meaningfully engaging our valued older generation. The program provides a social forum where they can meet, hold discussions, or take part in entertainment and educational activities. In Mississauga and Milton, we organized monthly events for women aged 55 and older. Other events included: a special ‘Eid get-together, an annual picnic, and computer training for seniors. A number of ICNA Sisters have very successfully collaborated in arranging these programs.

3. MATRIMONIAL SERVICES

   Finding the right marriage partner for Canadian Muslim youth has become a major challenge for many families.

   To meet this challenge, we launched a free matrimonial service with the sole objective of making the matching process easy and comfortable. This initiative has been welcomed with great enthusiasm and promises to fulfill a vital need in our community. Registration is available online for easy access. However, prospective families or candidates can also meet the matrimonial team in person and fill in a printed form.

   In 2013, we organized two matrimonial events that helped connect many families. A seminar dealing with the Islamic perspective on marriage and family relationships was also arranged. To date, 536 registrations have been received and six marital matches have been finalized.

4. FUNERAL SUPPORT FUND

   Today’s reality is that the simplest of funerals can cost several thousand dollars. Even in our affluent society, many cannot afford the expense of burying a departed loved one and must rely on community support. To alleviate this need, we have established a Funeral (Janaza) Support Fund, in order to financially assist needy families in covering some of the expenses related to funerals of deceased loved ones.

5. HEALTH AND EDUCATION

   A Mass CPR and AED awareness event was organized by us at the Al- fooled Islamic Centre in Oakville in partnership with the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada. It drew approximately 250 South Asian participants from Mississauga, Oakville and Milton. Participants included men, women and children over 12 years of age, who received important heart-health information as well as instruction in CPR/AED skills.

   Other health-related seminars organized by ICNA Relief Canada featured the following topics:
   - Islamic Perspectives on Marriage,
   - Marriage and Family Relationships,
   - The Need for Muslim Foster Parents,
   - Health & Wellness,
   - Heart Health,
   - Chronic Diseases Management

6. FOSTER PARENTING

   Many in our communities across Canada do not know that there is a huge shortage of Muslim foster parents in relation to the number of Muslim children requiring foster care.

   The purpose of foster parenting is to provide children with temporary care in a safe, nurturing, and healthy family environment during times when their own families are unable to look after them.

   Through seminars and presentations, ICNA Relief Canada seeks to raise awareness of the acute need for Muslim foster parents. This initiative provides guidance, identifies potential foster parents and facilitates the process of becoming a foster parent. During 2013 a number of people expressed interest in learning more about becoming foster parents. To date, one family has completed the training process.

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE

Even in our comparatively affluent society, there are always many among us who face great economic hardship and struggle every day to make ends meet.

In our ongoing response to human need, ICNA Relief Canada has offered financial assistance to a significant number of disadvantaged families and individuals in our community. This is usually in the form of small one-time disbursements aimed at alleviating a family’s financial burden during genuine emergency situations.

During 2013, we assisted 50 families through a total of $457,727 Cdn from our Zakat Fund.

YOUTH LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Each summer, the YLDP shares valuable skills with high school students through the creative “learning while doing” approach.

The program consists of a seminars and exciting field projects in the areas of Personal Development, Organization, Communication, Community Activism and Social Development.

During the summer of 2013, YLDP programs were held in Mississauga, Thorncliffe and Calgary, with a total participation of 140 high school students and 20 university students.
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   EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE
   Even in our comparatively affluent society, there are always many among us who face great economic hardship and struggle every day to make ends meet.

   In our ongoing response to human need, ICNA Relief Canada has offered financial assistance to a significant number of disadvantaged families and individuals in our community. This is usually in the form of small one-time disbursements aimed at alleviating a family’s financial burden during genuine emergency situations.
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

ICNA RELIEF CANADA IS PLEASED TO REPORT A VERY PRODUCTIVE YEAR IN 2013 FOR BOTH OUR ONGOING INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, AS WELL AS A NUMBER OF ONE-TIME EMERGENCY AND DISASTER SITUATION PROJECTS IN RESPONSE TO URGENT NEEDS IN SEVERAL COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD.

GLOBAL ZABiHA

$365,700 disbursed to over 500,000 people

In 2013, our Global Zabihah-Uthiya- Qurbani Program disbursed $365,700 CAD to help the poor and needy of 16 countries, including Canada. Tonnes of fresh meat were delivered to more than 500,000 recipients in places like Syria, Palestine, Somalia, Kenya, Ethiopia, Myanmar (Burma), Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, India and Pakistan, among others.

ZAKAT-UL-FITR

$145,764 distributed to 8 countries

Our annual Zakat-ul-Fitr (Fitra) campaign (including Fidya-Kaffara) operates annually during Ramadan. In 2013, this program helped hundreds of less fortunate families in 8 countries. Funds were used to buy food and clothing for men, women and children (including orphans) to help them during Ramadan as well as enabling them to enjoy celebrating Eid-ul-Fitr.

ORPHAN SPONSORSHIP

Disbursed $860,515 to 3,000 orphans in more than 12 countries

Our Orphan Sponsorship Program (OSP) annually benefits about 3,000 orphaned children in more than a dozen countries and is one of ICNA Relief Canada’s most promising initiatives.

Countries in which Fitra Funds were disbursed include; Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, Myanmar (Burma), Sri Lanka, Kenya, Canada and Sierra Leone. Total funds disbursed came to $145,764 CAD.

Disaster & Emergency Relief

Disbursed a total of $803,086

ICNA Relief Canada endeavors to respond as quickly and effectively as possible to major international emergency and disaster situations by providing food, water, shelter, health and education related aid as required.

Over the years, we have developed a reliable and growing network of local and regional NGOs (independent non-governmental organizations) who assist us in our program delivery.

During 2013, we raised awareness and funds to provide aid and relief for the following disaster and emergency situations or events:

- Typhoon Haiyan (Philippines), violence and civil unrest in Myanmar (Burma), the Syrian Civil War, earthquakes in Baluchistan, unrest in the Tirah Valley (Pakistan), flash flooding (Indonesia), and the garment factory collapse in Bangladesh.
- Economic stability is a key indicator of a society’s well-being. When unforeseen circumstances – such as the death of a sole breadwinner, accidents, illness, or natural disasters – occur a family’s ability to meet day-to-day living expenses can be seriously reduced.

In 2013, ICNA Relief Canada spent more than $36,000 CAD to help needy people start small businesses. Hundreds of individuals and their families in places like Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Indonesia benefitted from the support we were able to provide through microfinancing opportunities.
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GLOBAL ZABIHA
$365,700 disbursed to over 500,000 people

In 2013, our Global Zabiha-Udhiya-Qurbani Program disbursed $365,700 CAD to help the poor and needy of 16 countries, including Canada. Tonnes of fresh meat were delivered to more than 500,000 recipients in places like Syria, Palestine, Somalia, Kenya, Ethiopia, Myanmar (Burma), Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, India and Pakistan, among others.

ZAKAT-UL-FITR
$145,764 distributed to 8 countries

Our annual Zakat-ul-Fitr (Fitra) campaign (including Fidya-Kaffarah) operates annually during Ramadan. In 2013, this program helped hundreds of less fortunate families in 8 countries. Funds were used to buy food and clothing for men, women and children (including orphans) to help them during Ramadan as well as enabling them to enjoy celebrating Eid-ul-Fitr.

ORPHAN SPONSORSHIP
$860,515 to 3,000 orphans in more than 12 countries

Our Orphan Sponsorship Program (OSP) annually benefits about 3,000 orphaned children in more than a dozen countries and is one of ICNA Relief Canada’s most promising initiatives. In 2013, we took several major steps to further improve the delivery of this program including: reviewing all our implementing partners; executing more efficient reporting guidelines for partners; and upgrading our funding release criteria based on the project reports received.

A total of $860,515 CAD was disbursed to support the OSP worldwide.

DISASTER & EMERGENCY RELIEF
Disbursed a total of $803,086

ICNA Relief Canada endeavors to respond as quickly and effectively as possible to major international emergency and disaster situations by providing food, water, shelter, health and education related aid as required.

Over the years, we have developed a reliable and growing network of local and regional NGOs (independent non-governmental organizations) who assist us in our program delivery.

During 2013, we raised awareness and funds to provide aid and relief for the following disaster and emergency situations or events:
- Typhoon Haiyan (Philippines), violence and civil unrest in Myanmar (Burma), the Syrian Civil War, earthquakes in Baluchistan, unrest in the Tirah Valley (Pakistan), flash flooding (Indonesia), and the garment factory collapse in Bangladesh.

ICNA Relief Canada takes this challenge seriously and in 2013 alone we invested more than $150,000 CAD to install over 125 water wells and construct five water filtration plants in rural communities across Pakistan and India.

INTEREST-FREE MICROFINANCING
$38,000 to help the less fortunate start small businesses.

Economic stability is a key indicator of a society’s well-being. When unforeseen circumstances – such as the death of a sole breadwinner, accidents, illness, or natural disasters – occur a family’s ability to meet day-to-day living expenses can be seriously reduced.

In 2013, ICNA Relief Canada spent more than $36,000 CAD to help needy people start or re-build their small businesses. Hundreds of individuals and their families in places like Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Indonesia benefitted from the support we were able to provide through microfinancing opportunities.
At Isiolo Center, Kenya.

IN INTERNATIONAL VISITS

IN SRI LANKA,
Br. Shaukat visited three cities, where he met some of the children being cared for as part of our Orphan Sponsorship Program.

He also met with beneficiaries of our Microfinancing Program and observed how just a few small interest-free business loans, provided to needy people following the Tsunami of 2004, have helped to rebuild the livelihood and morale of entire families. In fact, this program has produced a 99% success rate, Alhamdulillah, with loans repaid in full to be reinvested for the benefit of more needy families!

The trip proved to be very productive and inspiring. Br. Shaukat reported how heartwarming it was to see first-hand the amazing impact that many of our modest and humble projects have had on local communities. Meeting with these direct beneficiaries of ICNA Relief Canada-funded projects gave all of us the satisfaction that we as an organization, along with our valued Partners, are doing a great job, with the further potential to do even more to help needy people in the future.

ICNA Relief Canada’s team periodically visits our international project sites to help assess the severity of a disaster or emergency situation, as well as to monitor the progress of our ongoing relief and development activities.

During the summer of 2013 our Executive Director, Br. Shaukat Hussain, visited several of our projects in East Africa and Sri Lanka. His trip began in Nairobi, Kenya on June 12 and concluded at Colombo, Sri Lanka on June 23 before he returned home to Toronto.

IN EAST AFRICA,
he visited various cities and townships where educational institutions and healthcare facilities funded by ICNA Relief Canada are located. He also visited the Somali Refugee Camp of Dadaab, where an estimated 400,000-plus refugees still live in deplorable conditions. Br. Shaukat met with various organizations in the region to discuss and identify ways of effectively addressing the problems there and pledged further help through ICNA initiatives such as our Global Zabiha Program to directly benefit refugees in Dadaab Camp.
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Providing food, shelter, healthcare, education and emotional support to orphans around the world.

is enough to make a difference in a child’s life

Sponsor a child today
www.ICNAReliefCanada.ca

Donate online
www.icnareliefcanada.ca/orphan-sponsorship
or fill out the following pledge form

ALL DONATIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTABLE

Canada:
$1/day
$30/month
$            /month
$            /year
$            /One Time
$            /One Time
$            /Any Country
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